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One-neutron knockout reactions from the deeply bound N=16 isotones with Z=16,17, and 18 have been
studied in inverse kinematics with intermediate-energy beams. g-ray spectroscopy in coincidence with the
detection of knockout residues allowed for an investigation of the one-neutron removal leading to individual
excited states. Spectroscopic factors are deduced in the framework of the sudden and eikonal approximations
and are compared to USD shell-model predictions. The momentum distributions observed in the experiment
are used to identify the angular momentum l carried by the knockedout neutron by comparing with calculations
based on a black-disk reaction model. The systematics of reduced single-particle occupancies attributed to the
effect of short-range correlations, observed so far for stable and near-magic nuclei in se ,e8pd and sd , 3Hed
reactions and in one-nucleon knockout on light deeply bound systems, are extended in this work.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Single-nucleon knockout reactions in inverse kinematics
have already proven their outstanding capability to provide
detailed experimental information on the single-particle
structure of rare nuclear species away from the valley of b
stability [1–3]. In addition to the study of the structure of
halo nuclei [4,5] and the search for the breakdown of shell
closures for nuclei in the regime of extreme N /Z [6], spec-
troscopic factors for individual single-particle states have
been deduced using this experimental approach [7–10].
At intermediate beam energies sø50 MeV/nucleond, a
theoretical description in the framework of straight-line tra-
jectories (eikonal approach) and sudden approximation is
possible. Therefore, the model dependency is reduced com-
pared to the classical low-energy transfer reactions, as for
example sp ,dd and sd , 3Hed, whose calculation involves the
distorted-wave Born approximation or higher-order formal-
isms, and which depend strongly on the entrance and exit
channel optical model potentials [11].
For stable nuclei the se ,e8pd reaction has been established
as providing precision information on spectroscopic factors
of proton single-particle states. It has been observed that the
spectroscopic factors determined experimentally are system-
atically smaller by a factor of 0.50–0.60 with respect to the
prediction of the independent-particle shell model [12]. This
is attributed to the incomplete treatment of the short-range
correlations resulting from the strongly repulsive core and
the tensor part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction within the
conventional shell model using effective interactions [13]. It
has been shown recently that transfer reactions such as
sd , 3Hed can be reanalyzed in a consistent way and yield the
same reduction in the deduced single-particle strength [14].
A completely different situation holds in the regime of
low binding energies. The observed reduction is closer to 0.9
and suggests that the effect of the short-range correlations is
less apparent for weakly bound states [2,3,15].
In this paper we report the study of proton-rich nuclei
with Z=16,17, and 18 using the one-neutron knockout
reactions 9Bes32S , 31S+gdX, 9Bes33Cl, 32Cl+gdX, and
9Bes34Ar, 33Ar+gdX in inverse kinematics. These cases have
higher neutron-separation energies, 15.04, 15.74, and
17.07 MeV, respectively, than those studied before. This
makes the cross sections smaller and the momentum distri-
butions for different l less distinct but still distinguishable. A
detailed discussion of residue momentum distributions, in-
clusive cross sections, cross sections to individual final
states, and the reduction of the experimentally observed
spectroscopic strength with respect to USD shell-model pre-
dictions will be presented for these deeply bound systems
with neutron-separation energies exceeding 15 MeV.
II. EXPERIMENT
An exotic multicomponent beam consisting of the N=16
isotones 32S, 33Cl, and 34Ar was obtained by fragmentation
of a 150 MeV/nucleon 36Ar primary beam provided by the
Coupled Cyclotron Facility at the National Superconducting
Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL). The fragmentation target
(1034 mg/cm2 9Be) was located at the midacceptance target
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position of the large-acceptance A1900 fragment separator
[16].
The secondary 188s4dmg/cm2 9Be target was placed at
the target position of the S800 spectrograph [17] and sur-
rounded by SeGA (Segmented Germanium Array), presently
the largest operational highly segmented Germanium detec-
tor array for in-beam g-ray spectroscopy with fast exotic
beams. Fifteen 32-fold segmented HPGe detectors [18] were
arranged at a distance of 20 cm from the secondary target in
two rings with central angles of 90° and 37° relative to the
beam axis. The high degree of segmentation together with
the geometry of the setup resulted in a segment opening
angle of about 2.7°, thus allowing for an accurate event-by-
event Doppler reconstruction of the g rays emitted in flight.
The g-ray spectra detected in coincidence with the knockout
residues and event-by-event Doppler reconstructed into the
projectile frame are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2.
The configuration with eight detectors in the 90° ring and
seven in the 37° ring provided a total photopeak efficiency of
2.0% at 1.33 MeV g-ray energy. GEANT3 [19] simulations
successfully modeled the efficiency of the array determined
with standard calibration sources at rest and provided the
detector response for in-beam data by taking into account the
Lorentz boost arising from the velocity of the reaction resi-
dues at the moment of the g-ray emission (y /c between
0.341 and 0.363).
The particle identification and the reconstruction of the
momentum distribution of the knockout residues were per-
formed with the focal-plane detector system of the high-
resolution S800 spectrograph [17,20]. The energy loss in the
S800 ion chamber, time of flight taken between scintillators,
and the position and angle information of the reaction prod-
ucts in the focal plane of the spectrograph were employed to
unambiguously identify the reaction residues behind the 9Be
knockout target. The spectrograph was operated in focus
mode, where the incoming radioactive beam is momentum
focused onto the secondary reaction target. The difference in
the time of flight measured between two scintillators before
the secondary target provided the particle identification of
the incoming beam. Gates applied on the incoming particles
allowed for a clean separation between the knockout residues
and fragmentation products of the different constituents of
the beam. Details about the secondary beam are summarized
in Table I.
The inclusive cross sections sinc for the one-neutron
knockout to all particle-stable final states were calculated
from the yield of detected fragments divided by the number
of incoming projectiles relative to the number density of the
FIG. 1. g spectra event-by-event Doppler reconstructed into the
projectile frame detected in coincidence with the residues 33Ar (up-
per panel) and 31S (lower panel). The g rays observed depopulate
known excited states in these N=15 isotones. The excess of counts
around 1740 keV in the 31S spectrum does not correspond to a
known transition in 31S and might be attributed to one of the higher-
lying fragmented 5/2+ states expected to be populated in one-
neutron knockout according to shell-model calculations (see text for
details).
FIG. 2. g-ray spectrum detected in the 37° ring of SeGA in
coincidence with 32Cl event-by-event Doppler reconstructed into
the projectile frame. The 90 keV g ray is detectable only because it
is Doppler boosted well above the electronics threshold at detector
angles of 37°. In the 90° ring its energy was below the detection
limit. The comparison with the mirror nucleus 32P is given in the
inset.
TABLE I. Average midtarget beam energy (188 mg/cm2 9Be
secondary target), typical intensity, and composition of the incom-
ing beam.
Projectile 32S 33Cl 34Ar
Avg. midtarget Ebeam (MeV/nucleon) 62.8 66.4 70.0
Typical avg. intensity on target ss−1d 920 1900 8800
Incoming cocktail beam composition s%d 8 16 76
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secondary 9Be target (Tables II and III). The main uncertain-
ties stem from the choice of the software gates used for par-
ticle identification s10% d, the stability and purity of the
beam s5% d, and the correction for the momentum accep-
tance of the S800 spectrograph s2.5%d. These systematic er-
rors are assumed to be independent and have been added in
quadrature.
From the g-ray branching ratios and the decay level
schemes (see Sec. IV for details) the cross sections for the
one-neutron knockout to specific final states can be deduced
from an input-output balance, and the results are summarized
in Tables II and III. The intensity balance is uncertain in
cases where substantial unobserved (or unassigned) g rays
are possible, and for these cases only upper limits are cited.
For the g-ray efficiency, 5% uncertainty is considered. Al-
though an anisotropic angular distribution is expected due to
alignment effects in the knockout reaction, we assume that
this can be neglected in the evaluation of the intensities. The
smallness of this correction is tied to the beam energy and to
the particular choice of laboratory angles for the g-ray detec-
tors (37° and 90°) in this experiment; see the very similar
example worked out in Fig. 12 of Ref. [3]. For the 90 keV g
ray observed in 32Cl an uncertainty of 20% is assumed since
its Doppler-shifted energy was below the lowest efficiency
calibration point. The observation of the 90 keV g ray was
only possible in the 37° ring because the energy in the 90°
ring was below the detection threshold.
The two position-sensitive cathode readout drift counters
of the S800 focal-plane detector system in conjunction with
the optics code COSY [21] served to reconstruct the longitu-
dinal momentum of the knockout residues on an event-by-
event basis. The longitudinal inclusive momentum distribu-
tion contains all knockout residues and is therefore a
superposition of ground-state and excited-state contributions.
The inclusive momentum distribution for 33Ar is displayed in
Fig. 3(a). The data points were corrected by the simulated
acceptance of the spectrograph. Points where this correction
exceeds a factor of 1.5 are not included. The magnetic spec-
trograph was operated in an optics mode where the beam is
momentum focused at the position of the secondary reaction
target. As a result, the momentum distribution in the S800
focal plane is broader than in the normally used “dispersion
matched” mode. The momentum profile of the 34Ar projec-
tiles is shown in Fig. 3(b). Its shape is well described by a
superposition of error functions.
The momentum distributions to excited levels could be
determined from the coincidences with photopeaks after the
correction for the underlying continuous distribution. The
ground state which does not carry a separate identification
must then be reconstructed by subtracting the excited-state
TABLE II. One-neutron removal cross sections for the 9Bes32S , 31S+gdX and 9Bes34Ar, 33Ar+gdX reac-
tions. Excitation energy Ex, spin and parity assignment Jp, transition energy Eg, branching ratio BR, and
resulting cross section s compared to the calculated single-particle cross sections ssp (decomposed into a
stripping ssp
str and diffractive part ssp
dif f), deduced experimental and predicted (shell-model) spectroscopic
factors C2S, as well as individual theoretical cross sections sth calculated following Eq. (6) are given. For
33Ar the shell model (SM) predicts two 5/2+ states around 3.8 MeV with sizable spectroscopic factors and
therefore it is unclear to which state the proton-unbound level in 33Ar compares. The inclusive cross section,
the branch to the ground state from the analysis of the momentum distributions, and the reduction factor Rs
are given as well (see text for more details).
Ex Jp Eg BR s ssp ssp
str ssp
dif f C2S C2S sth
(keV) s"d (keV) s%d (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) Expt. Theor. (mb)
31S 0.0 1/2+ 0.0 32.8(83) ł12s3d 14.1 10.7 3.4 ł0.85s21d 0.96 14.42
1249 3/2+ 1249 32.7(51) ł12s2d 9.8 7.7 2.1 ł1.22s20d 0.86 8.98
2242 5/2+ 2242 34.5(64) ł12s3d 9.4 7.4 2.0 ł1.28s32d 1.99 19.93
SM prediction for other (particle-bound) excited states: SC2Ssd5/2d=2.28 20.66
sinc=36s4d mb
From momentum distribution: ,30s8d% f11s3d mbg to 1 /2+ ground state
Rss31Sd=sinc /sinc
th
=0.56s7d
33Ar 0.0 1/2+ 0.0 30.2(46) 4.7(9) 12.3 9.5 2.9 0.38(7) 1.27 16.58
1358 3/2+ 1358 20.2(44) 3.2(8) 8.8 7.0 1.8 0.36(9) 0.53 4.95
1795 5/2+ 1795 31.7(31) 4.9(7) 8.7 6.9 1.8 0.56(8) 1.09 10.07
3818a 5/2+ 2460 17.9(30) 2.8(6) 8.2 6.5 1.6 ø0.34s7d
sinc=15.6s18d mb
From momentum distribution: ,27s7d% f4.2s11d mbg to 1 /2+ ground state
Rss33Ard=sinc /sinc
th
=0.41s7db
aProton unbound.
bWithout the particle-unbound 5/2+ state at 3.8 MeV.
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distribution, properly scaled, from the inclusive momentum
spectrum.
There is, however, an alternative approach applicable
when the shape of the ground-state momentum distribution
differs qualitatively from that for the excited states. This
technique has been exploited in previous work [8,9] where
noncoincident events belonged to a narrow l=0 distribution.
In this case a linear combination of the momentum distribu-
tions observed in coincidence and anticoincidence with g
rays can be chosen that yields a clean narrow ground-state
distribution while the coincidence events give a broader
shape.
For 33Ar, for example, the ground-state branching corre-
sponding to this division of the data was <27s7d%, in good
agreement with the direct g-ray analysis which gave 30s5d%.
This approach is independent of the analysis of the photope-
aks in the g spectra and proves consistency underlining the
robustness of the analysis. For 32Cl and 31S this method
yielded the same level of agreement (Tables II and III). The
momentum distributions decomposed into ground-state and
excited-state contribution are given in Figs. 4–6 and will be
discussed in detail in Sec. IV.
TABLE III. Same as Table II for the one-neutron knockout from the 9Bes33Cl, 32Cl+gdX reaction. Ex-
cited states labeled by (SM) are predicted by the shell model but are not observed (n.o.) in the present
experiment. The USD single-particle configuration with the corresponding spectroscopic factor is listed (see
text for details).
Ex Jp BR s Conf. ssp C2S sth
(keV) s"d s%d (mb) SM (mb) SM (mb)
32Cl 0.0 1+ 62.8(85) ł8.2s15d s1/2 13.3 0.43 6.08
d3/2 9.8 0.05 0.52
90 2+ 37.2(84) ł4.8s12d s1/2 13.2 0.69 9.69
d3/2 9.8 0.01 0.10
d5/2 9.8 0.04 0.42
466 0+ ,10 ,1.3 d3/2 9.6 0.05 0.51
(SM) 1047 1+ n.o. n.o. s1/2 12.6 0.02 0.27
d5/2 9.4 0.03 0.30
(SM) 1135 2+ n.o. n.o. d3/2 9.4 0.22 2.20
d5/2 9.4 0.02 0.20
(SM) 1527 3+ n.o. n.o. d3/2 9.2 0.12 1.17
d5/2 9.2 0.35 3.42
From momentum distribution: ,67s17d% f9s2d mbg to 1+ ground state
sinc=13.1s16d mb
Rss32Cld=sinc /sinc
th
=0.53s7d
FIG. 3. Inclusive longitudinal momentum distributions of 33Ar
knockout residues (a) and the 34Ar “unreacted” beam (b). In focus
mode the beam is dispersed in the focal plane. The shape of the
34Ar momentum distribution is nicely reproduced by a superposi-
tion of error functions. The theoretical momentum distributions
were then folded with this curve to take into account the broadening
induced by the S800 optics setting.
FIG. 4. Momentum distribution of 31S decomposed into knock-
out to the ground state (a) and one-neutron removal leading to ex-
cited states (b) in the knockout residue. The excited-state distribu-
tion nicely fits with the assumption of l=2 (dashed-dotted line),
while the distribution for the knockout to the ground state is best
described by 68% l=0 and 32% l=2 suggesting unobserved feeding
from higher-lying 5/2+ fragments into the ground-state distribution
which is expected to be of pure l=0 character corresponding to the
knockout of a neutron out of the s1/2 orbit.
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III. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
A. Single-particle cross sections and momentum distributions
The individual cross sections ssIpd for the knockout of a
single nucleon with quantum numbers sn , l , jd leaving the
core in a specific final state Ip can be decomposed into a part
that describes nuclear structure (the spectroscopic factor
C2S) and into the contribution characterizing the reaction
process (the single-particle reaction cross section ssp)
ssIpd = o
j
C2Ssj,Ipdsspj,Sn + ExsIpd , s1d
with summation over all the allowed angular-momentum
transfers j.
The sum Sn+ExsIpd is the effective binding energy of the
removed neutron where Sn is the neutron-separation energy
from the ground state of the projectile and ExsIpd denotes the
excitation energy of the final state of the core. The single-
particle cross sections are a sum of the contributions from the
stripping mechanism (absorption of the neutron in the target)
and diffractive dissociation (elastic breakup):
ssp = ssp
str + ssp
dif f s2d
with ssp
dif f !ssp
str for well-bound nuclei. The single-particle
cross sections entering Eq. s1d were calculated within the
eikonal approach of Tostevin f22g. The stripping and diffrac-
tive contributions have been computed independently from
the target-core and target-neutron S matrices which were de-
termined via Glauber theory assuming Gaussian matter dis-
tributions for core and target. The relative core-neutron wave
functions were calculated in a Woods-Saxon potential. For
deeply bound systems, the reaction cross section is rather
sensitive to the choice of the Woods-Saxon parameters. We
fixed the diffuseness consistent with previous publications
f3g to a=0.7 fm while the radius r0 was selected for each
nucleus individually to reproduce the rms separation of
neutron and core in the 1s1/2 ground state
r1s1/2 = S AA − 1D
1/2
r1s1/2
HF s3d
obtained from a self-consistent Hartree-Fock sHFd approach
employing the SKX Skyrme interaction f23,24g. The
A-dependent coefficient takes into account that the HF radius
is referred to in the nuclear center of mass. The depth of the
potential was chosen to reproduce the effective binding en-
ergy of the initial state. For the core the HF matter rms radii
rcs31Sd=3.10 fm, rcs32Cld=3.14 fm, and rcs33Ard=3.18 fm
were used. The rms radius of 2.36 fm for the 9Be nuclei of
the target was taken from electron scattering data f25g
corrected for the point charge.
The dependence of the single-particle cross section ssp
from the relative core-neutron radius r;r1s1/2 and the dif-
fuseness a can be estimated in a finite-difference approxima-
tion. For the knockout from 34Ar this yields the following
after evaluating the partial derivatives with respect to r and
a:
dssp/ssp = 1.286dr + 0.181da , s4d
where the numerical constants are in fm−1. A 0.1 fm uncer-
tainty in the radius of the single-particle orbit translates
into about 13% relative error, while the cross section is
rather insensitive to the parameter a. The sensitivity of ssp
with respect to the core rms radius rc can be evaluated
similarly:
dssp/ssp = − 1.10drc. s5d
For the one-neutron removal from 34Ar to 33Ar this implies
a change of 0.1 fm in the core radius to result in an 11%
effect which is in contrast to the case of loosely bound
systems, where the sensitivity with respect to the Woods-
Saxon parameters and the core radius is reduced f3g. The
charge radii calculated in the SKX Hartree-Fock approach
agree within 0.02 fm with the existing experimental data.
Therefore, the uncertainties in the core radius and the ra-
FIG. 5. Ground-state (a) and excited-state (b) momentum distri-
butions for the one-neutron knockout residues 32Cl. The shapes are
compared to pure l=2 (dashed-dotted line), pure l=0 (solid line), as
well as to a superposition of both (dotted line) motivated by the
estimates discussed in the text.
FIG. 6. Ground-state (a) and excited-state momentum distribu-
tions (b) for 33Ar compared to calculations assuming l=0 (solid
line) and l=2 (dashed-dotted), respectively. The narrow distribution
for the knockout to the 33Ar ground state is in good agreement with
the calculated momentum distribution for l=0 knockout consistent
with the expected s1/2 configuration for the ground state of 33Ar.
The wider excited-state momentum distribution is nicely repro-
duced by l=2 proving that predominantly excited states with d3/2
and d5/2 configuration are populated in agreement with the level
scheme observed.
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dius of the single-particle orbit are expected to be of the
same order of magnitude.
The shape of the momentum distribution parallel to the
beam direction (longitudinal) depends on the l value of the
removed neutron. The theoretical momentum distributions
are calculated in the framework of a black-disk model [3,26]
with the interaction radius chosen to reproduce the reaction
cross sections of the free constituents. The comparison of the
measured momentum distribution with theory can provide
the l values involved. For the deeply bound states studied in
this work the l signatures are less distinct than those for halo
states and for states bound by only a few MeV. This is a
phenomenon that is also encountered for angular distribu-
tions in transfer reactions; however, as the examples in the
following will show, the difference between l=0 and l=2 is
still big enough to provide a clear l assignment in most cases.
It is interesting that all the parallel-momentum distribu-
tions measured in the present work are asymmetric with a
high-energy side that is well accounted for by the theory and
with a broader distribution (a “tail”) extending toward lower
energies. Very similar distributions have been found in recent
studies of 34Si [10] and 57Ni [27]. These asymmetric shapes
can only be explained by effects that go beyond eikonal
theory. We have observed an apparently similar, but probably
fundamentally different, phenomenon in the l=0 cross sec-
tions of the halo nuclei 11Be and 15C [28]. There it could be
traced to the elastic breakup mechanism and accounted for
by a theory that included couplings to the continuum, very
important for halo systems, and that allowed for an exact
treatment of the three-body reaction dynamics. This explana-
tion does not apply to the present cases, which are deeply
bound and for which diffraction dissociation is a minor part
of the cross section. Understanding the asymmetric shapes
remains an interesting challenge, but the problem is, in all
likelihood, not essential to our applications of knockout re-
actions for spectroscopic purposes. We suspect that, similar
to the 11Be and 15C cases, the integrated partial cross section
will be accounted for by the eikonal theory, so that the effect
amounts to a redistribution of the differential cross section.
As outlined before, the spectrograph was operated in fo-
cused mode resulting in a broadened momentum distribution,
which was accounted for by convoluting the theoretical mo-
mentum profiles with the momentum distribution of the “un-
reacted” projectile beam passing through the 9Be target [Fig.
3(b)].
B. Shell-model predictions
Spectroscopic factors for 31S, 32Cl, and 33Ar were calcu-
lated in the sd shell model using the USD effective interac-
tion [29]. The configurations are pssdd8nssdd7 ,pssdd9nssdd7,
and pssdd10nssdd7, respectively. The WBT sd Hamiltonian
[30] was used and all calculations were performed with the
code OXBASH [31].
The inclusive cross section predicted by theory can then
be written as
sinc
th
= o
ExsI
pdłSp
o
j
S AA − 1D
2
C2SsIp, jdsspj,Sn + ExsIpd
s6d
= o
ExsI
pdłSp
sthsIpd , s7d
where the ssp are the single-particle cross sections calculated
in the eikonal model explained in the preceding section, and
C2S are the spectroscopic factors from shell model. The
A-dependent term is a center-of-mass correction f32,33g for
the sd shell. The sum extends over all particle-bound states
and possible angular-momentum transfers j. The shell-model
predictions are summarized in Tables II and III and dis-
cussed in the following section.
IV. DISCUSSION
The experimental results, calculated single-particle cross
sections, and shell-model predictions (configurations as well
as spectroscopic factors) are summarized in Table II for 31S
and 33Ar and in Table III for the knockout to the odd-odd
nucleus 32Cl. Experimental spectroscopic factors are given as
the ratio of the experimental cross section and the single-
particle cross section calculated according to the reaction
theory outlined before. In the following, the three knockout
reactions and the reduction in spectroscopic strengths with
respect to the USD shell model are discussed in detail.
The neutron single-particle structure of 31S has been stud-
ied extensively with sp ,dd [34,35], sd , td [36–38], and
s3He,ad [39,40] transfer reactions at low energies (see Refs.
[41,42] for the evaluated summaries). Nothing was known
previously for the neutron single-particle structure in 32Cl
from transfer reactions, while for 33Ar the spectroscopic in-
formation can be compared to the results of 34Ssd , 3Hed33P
transfer [43–45] sensing the corresponding proton hole states
in the mirror 33P. The prior results on 31S and 33P are sum-
marized in Table IV.
A. 9Be32S , 31S+gX
A variety of population mechanisms have been employed
to establish the level scheme of 31S [41]. In the present one-
neutron knockout measurement of 32S the first two excited
states of 31S are observed [the first 3 /2+ level at 1249s7dkeV
and the first 5 /2+ state at 2242s9d keV]. The lower panel of
Fig. 1 displays the g-ray spectrum event-by-event Doppler
reconstructed into the projectile frame, detected in coinci-
dence with knockout residues.
From the three one-neutron knockout residues reported in
this paper, 31S has the highest proton-separation energy with
Sp=6133.3s16d keV. From the shell-model calculation
TABLE IV. Spectroscopic factors for the ground state and the
two lowest-lying excited states in 31S and 33P (mirror nucleus of
33Ar) from transfer reactions (see Ref. [42] for the full evaluation of
the 31S/ 31P data and Refs. [41,43–45] for 33P).
C2Ss1/21
+d C2Ss3/21
+d C2Ss5/21
+d Reaction
31S/ 31P 1.0(1) 0.75(10) 2.1(2) [42]a
33P 1.28 0.68 1.35 sd , 3Hed
aAverage of the results for the mirror pair s31S/ 31Pd.
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higher-lying 5/2+ states below the proton-separation energy
are expected to be populated. Due to low statistics and the
decreasing efficiency of germanium detectors with increas-
ing g-ray energy, the transitions depopulating these higher-
lying levels are easily below the sensitivity limit of the ex-
periment. According to the shell-model calculation a sizable
fraction of the d5/2 spectroscopic strength, SC2Ssd5/2d=2.28,
is fragmented over several 5 /2+ states between 3 MeV and
the proton-separation energy Sp=6.13 MeV. Indirect feeding
is a challenge in knockout experiments on deeply bound sys-
tems and it has to be determined from an input-output bal-
ance. In this experiment it is not possible to disentangle the
amount of direct population of the observed states in knock-
out from the indirect feeding by unobserved higher-lying
states. The spectroscopic factors deduced from the experi-
ment are therefore upper limits.
Due to the indirect feeding, the momentum distribution
attributed to 31S knockout residues in the ground state is very
likely to be contaminated by an l=2 contribution [Fig. 4(a)].
The calculated momentum distribution assuming pure l=0
(solid line) from the knockout of a s1/2 neutron underesti-
mates the width of the momentum distribution observed in
the experiment. However, a decomposition into 0.68fpisl
=0d+0.32fpisl=2d nicely reproduces the data (dotted line).
The shape of the parallel-momentum distribution of 31S in
coincidence with excited states [Fig. 4(b)] is in agreement
with the assumption of l=2 angular-momentum transfer
(dashed line) corresponding to the expected removal of one
neutron from the 0d3/2 and 0d5/2 orbitals.
Following the strategy outlined above, the single-particle
cross sections ssp for the one-neutron removal were derived
with Woods-Saxon parameters of a=0.7 fm and r0
=1.25 fm to match the rms neutron-core separation of the
SKX Hartree-Fock 1s1/2 ground state, predicted to be r
=3.46 fm. The experimental results and calculations are
summarized in Table II.
B. 9Be33Cl, 32Cl+gX
The level scheme of 32Cl is known from the b decay of
32Ar [41]. In coincidence with 32Cl residues we clearly ob-
serve the 90 keV transition of the first excited state and see
weak hints of the 466 keV transition as well. Figure. 2 shows
the g-ray spectrum observed in the 37° ring. Due to the
Doppler boost the 90 keV peak is only visible at 37°, in the
90° ring it is below the detection threshold. A comparison
with the mirror nucleus and tentative spin assignments are
given as inset.
In the knockout to odd-odd nuclei the final state is in
general mixed and has to be decomposed into single-particle
contributions. In 32Cl, for example, the 1+ ground state con-
tains s1/2 as well as d3/2 components indicated by the nonzero
spectroscopic factors for the corresponding configuration
(Table III).
The 12
+
,22
+
, and 31
+ states below the proton-separation en-
ergy of Sp=1575s7d keV [46] are predicted to be accessible
via one-neutron removal from 33Cl to 32Cl. Due to low sta-
tistics the depopulating transitions of these states were not
seen in the present experiment. However, this unobserved
feeding becomes apparent by looking at the momentum dis-
tributions displayed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The ground-state
distribution extracted from the experiment is broader than
pure l=0 angular-momentum transfer. About 9% l=2 is ex-
pected from the d3/2 component in the configuration of the 21
+
state itself (see Table III). Further, by using the spectroscopic
factors provided by the shell model and the single-particle
cross sections from the reaction model in conjunction with
g-ray branching ratios taken from the 12
+
,22
+
, and 31
+ states in
the mirror nucleus 32P an indirect feeding of about 20% l
=2 from these higher-lying bound states is likely to be in-
cluded in the experimental ground-state momentum distribu-
tion presented in Fig. 5(a). The best agreement between ex-
periment and calculated shape is reached by assuming fpi
=0.75fpisl=0d+0.25fpisl=2d (dotted curve) which is very
close to the estimates outlined above, but pure l=0 is not
excluded.
The parallel-momentum distribution detected in coinci-
dence with the 90 keV g-ray transition [Fig. 5(b) is expected
to be a superposition of l=0 and l=2 contributions as well.
From the shell model, the configuration is dominated by s1/2.
However, unobserved feeding from the states with d3/2 and
d5/2 components is likely to contribute. Employing shell-
model spectroscopic factors C2S, calculated reaction cross
sections ssp, and decay branching ratios of the corresponding
states in the mirror 32P the experimental momentum distri-
bution can be decomposed into <57% l=0 and 43% l=2.
Calculations assuming pure l=0 (solid line), pure l=2
(dashed-dotted), and fpi =0.50fpisl=0d+0.50fpisl=2d
(dashed) are compared to the measured points. The experi-
mental data seem best described by the broad l=2 shape, the
assumption of 50% l=0 contribution is still in agreement
with the measurement while a pronounced dominance of l
=0 can be excluded. However, the large error bars prevent a
more definitive conclusion on the detailed composition of the
momentum distribution detected in coincidence with the 21
+
state of 32Cl.
In this case the single-particle cross sections ssp within
the eikonal model used the Woods-Saxon parameters a
=0.7 fm with the radius parameter r0=1.26 fm chosen to re-
produce the rms core-neutron separation of 3.46 fm of the
s1/2 orbit obtained by the Hartree-Fock calculation. Experi-
mental results as well as theory predictions are given in
Table III.
C. 9Be34Ar, 33Ar+gX
The first information on excited states of 33Ar stems from
mass excess measurements performed with an
36Ars3He, 6Hed reaction in 1974 [47]. Aside from the 1/2+
ground state, two excited states at 1344s2d keV and
1786s20d keV were observed. By analogy with the mirror
nucleus 33P, spin and parity assignments of 3 /2+ and 5/2+
were proposed [47], respectively. Recently, in a 34Ar second-
ary fragmentation experiment on a polypropylene target, the
level scheme was confirmed with significantly reduced un-
certainty in the energies and was extended to higher excita-
tion energies [48].
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In the present experiment the depopulating g-ray transi-
tions of the first 3 /2+ excitation, the first 5 /2+ state, and a
higher-lying 5/2+ level could be observed. The 5/2+ spin
assignment comes from theory and a comparison with the
mirror nucleus; our technique is not able to distinguish d3/2
and d5/2. All assignments (and cross sections) are consistent
with the shell model. The g-ray spectrum detected in coinci-
dence with the 33Ar knockout residues is given in the upper
panel of Fig. 1. A comparison with the mirror 33P suggests in
agreement with shell-model calculations that the 2460 keV g
ray depopulates the proton unbound 5/2+ level at
3818s11d keV. In Fig. 7 the comparison to the mirror nucleus
is given and reinforces the spin assignments for 33Ar.
The proton-separation energy of 33Ar is with Sp
=3340s30d keV [46] low compared to 31S and 32Cl. Unlike
the cases discussed above unobserved feeding from higher-
lying states is not expected. In fact, we observed the transi-
tions of all states below the proton-separation energy which,
according to the shell-model calculation, are populated in
one-neutron knockout. This is also reflected in the momen-
tum distributions for the knockout to the ground state and to
all excited states shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the narrow
momentum distribution for 33Ar nuclei in the ground state is
in excellent agreement with the assumption of pure l=0 an-
gular momentum while the distribution in coincidence with
all excited states is well reproduced by l=2, corresponding to
the expected knockout of a neutron out of 0d3/2 and 0d5/2
orbits.
The single-particle cross sections were calculated with the
diffuseness of the Woods-Saxon potential fixed to a
=0.7 fm and with the radius r0=1.28 fm to reproduce the
corresponding rms core-neutron separation of r=3.45 fm for
the ground-state 1s1/2 orbital calculated in the Skyrme SKX
Hartree-Fock approach. The results of the analysis are sum-
marized in Table II.
D. Quenching
Following the method discussed in Ref. [7] we define the
reduction factor Rs as the ratio of the experimental and the-
oretical inclusive cross sections:
Rs =
sinc
exp
sinc
th . s8d
For all three one-neutron knockout reactions discussed in the
present paper a reduction factor Rs of about 0.5 has been
observed. For the case of 33Ar we exclude the particle-
unbound 5/2+ state at 3.8 MeV from the calculation of Rs,
since this state possibly decays in part by sunobservedd
proton emission. This is consistent with the results from
se ,e8pd f13g and sd , 3Hed f14g reactions on stable, well
bound, and near-magic systems and is in agreement with
quenching found following the one-neutron and one-
proton knockout on deeply bound sbinding energies
.10 MeVd light carbon and oxygen nuclei f3,7g per-
formed with different targets and at various beam ener-
gies. This reduction in the single-particle occupancy is
attributed to the incomplete treatment of the strongly re-
pulsive core and the tensor part of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction in the conventional shell model based on ef-
fective interactions f13g.
The absolute spectroscopic factors deduced from the
transfer reactions quoted in Table IV are in agreement with
the USD shell model. However, as demonstrated for several
cases in Ref. [14] various uncertainties in the early analyses
of transfer reaction cross sections can change the absolute
spectroscopic factors and finally result in a reduction of
50–60% consistent with the findings of the present experi-
ment.
FIG. 8. Reduction factors Rs and inclusive cross sections for the
one-neutron removal reactions 9Bes32S , 31S+gdX, 9Bes33Cl, 32Cl
+gdX, and 9Bes34Ar, 33Ar+gdX. Two sets of error bars are given
for Rs, solely the experimental uncertainty (solid line style) and
error bars with a 15% uncertainty added in quadrature attributed to
the reaction theory and its sensitivity to the Woods-Saxon potential
and the core radius (dotted line style).
FIG. 7. Excited states observed in 33Ar compared to the mirror
nucleus 33P. The second 5/2+ state is proton unbound. This level
scheme is in agreement with a recent in-beam fragmentation experi-
ment [48].
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In the regime of high neutron binding energy and account-
ing for the reaction theory’s sensitivity to the Woods-Saxon
potential and to the core rms radius, a maximum uncertainty
of 15% has been added in quadrature to the experimental
errors quoted in Tables II and III. These error bars are shown
in addition to the solely experimental uncertainties in the
upper panel of Fig. 8.
The indirect feeding from higher-lying states apparent in
the knockout to 31S and 32Cl prevents an analysis of the
reduction Rs for individual single-particle orbits. However, in
33Ar all states below the proton-separation energy Sp pre-
dicted to be populated in one-neutron removal have been
observed in the experiment, and individual reduction factors
for the s1/2 ,d3/2, and d5/2 orbits can be evaluated separately
(Fig. 8). In this case the reduction factor Rs equals the ratio
of the experimental and shell-model spectroscopic factor. Es-
pecially remarkable is the low Rs found for the 1/2+ state in
the knockout from 34Ar, with its separation energy of
17 MeV the most deeply bound state studied so far. The
results indicate that the amount of quenching might be dif-
ferent for different single-particle configurations involved
but a more definitive conclusion certainly needs reduced er-
ror bars and more cases to be studied.
V. SUMMARY
The proton-rich N=15 isotones with Z=16,17, and 18
have been investigated at the Coupled Cyclotron Facility of
the NSCL using the one-neutron knockout reactions
9Bes32S , 31S+gdX, 9Bes33Cl, 32Cl+gdX, and 9Bes34Ar, 33Ar
+gdX in inverse kinematics. Employing g-ray spectroscopy
with SeGA and particle detection with the high-resolution
S800 spectrograph has allowed inclusive cross sections and
cross sections for the population of individual excited states
to be measured.
The momentum distributions of the knockout residues
were used to extract information on the angular momentum l
of the knockedout neutron. Further, the use of intermediate
beam energies allowed a theoretical description of the reac-
tion process within an eikonal approach in sudden approxi-
mation. The dependency of the theoretical single-particle
cross sections from the Woods-Saxon parameters and the rms
radius of the core is discussed and, in contrast to loosely
bound systems, found to be significant. Consequently, the
choice of parameters has been justified in comparison to the
core-neutron relative radius of the 1/2+ ground state pre-
dicted within a self-consistent Hartree-Fock approach em-
ploying the SKX Skyrme interaction.
A reduction of the experimental spectroscopic strength
with respect to a USD shell-model calculation has been ob-
served and extends the systematics established so far for
stable and near-magic systems from se ,e8pd and sd , 3Hed re-
actions and for deeply bound light nuclei around carbon and
oxygen from one-nucleon knockout experiments.
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